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Abstract 

Data aggregation is extensively used in data management systems nowadays. Based 

on a data aggregation taxonomy named DAGGTAX, we propose an analytic process to 

evaluate the run-time platform and time-related parameters of Data Aggregation 

Processes (DAP) in a real-time system design, which can help designers to eliminate 

infeasible design decisions at early stage. The process for data aggregation design and 

analysis mainly includes the following outlined steps. Firstly, the user needs to specify 

the variation of the platform and DAP by figuring out the features of the system and 

time-related parameters respectively. Then, the user can choose one combination of the 

variations between the features of the platform and DAP, which forms the initial design 

of the system. Finally, apply the analytic method for feasibility analysis by 

schedulability analysis techniques. If there are no infeasibilities found in the process, 

then the design can be finished. Otherwise, the design must be altered from the run-

time platform and DAP design stage, and the schedulability analysis will be applied 

again for the revised design until all the infeasibilities are fixed. In order to help 

designers to understand and describe the system and do feasibility analysis, we 

propose a new UML (Unified Modeling Language) profile that extends UML with 

concepts related to real-time data aggregation design. These extensions aim to 

accomplish the conceptual modeling of a real-time data aggregation. In addition, the 

transferring method based on UML profile to transfer the data aggregation design into 

a task model is proposed as well. In the end of the thesis, a case study, which applies the 

analytic process to analyze the architecture design of an environmental monitoring 

sensor network, is presented as a demonstration of our research. 

Keywords: data aggregation, UML, task model, timeliness properties, 

schedulability, feasibility analyses. 
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1. Introduction 

Data aggregation, a process where one representative value is aggregated from a 

larger dataset, is widely used in data management systems today. A Data Aggregation 

Process (DAP) is described as a process with raw data as input, an aggregation function, 

and an output of aggregated data [1]. To some extent, data aggregation is involved in 

systems everywhere. For instance, unmanned vehicles decide to increase or decrease 

the engine speed based on speed data aggregated from sensed velocity data in wheels 

[2]. Due to the complexity of data aggregation, designing the entire data aggregation 

often costs much effort. As for a system designer, there is a need for heuristics of data 

aggregation in a systematic way to support the early stage of design in order to 
eliminate infeasible design decisions.  

As an initial step towards systematic design of data aggregation processes, Cai et 

al. [3] have proposed a taxonomy called DAGGTAX (Data AGGregation TAXonomy), 

which provides “a structured representation to organize the features of data 

aggregation processes”. Among other features, the taxonomy allows designers to 

specify a variety of timing properties of data aggregation processes, such as timeliness, 

period and temporal validity. Deciding these parameters is challenging to the designer 

since contradictions may occur. For instance, in a multi-layer (the aggregated data 

produced by lower layer is raw data for higher DAP) aggregation design, delays could 

be introduced between layers, which cause violations of the desired timeliness. 

Another example is that the aggregated data may become invalid due to the outdated 

raw data, which is not obvious to the designer. Detecting such contradictions and fixing 

them at evaluation phase of the design time will not only improve the software quality, 

but also reduce development costs. 

However, an analytical method for analyzing the feasibility of the data aggregation 

design is lacking. Classical schedulability analysis techniques, which mainly focus on 

the condition under which a scheduler can execute a set of tasks in a system and 

guarantee to meet its deadlines [4], do not cover all parameters in DAGGTAX, and thus 

need to be extended, for the data aggregation design. Meanwhile, the configuration of 

the run-time platform is also vital to the feasibility analysis, which contains the 

common features such as cores, preemption and scheduling. We will summarize these 

features in a platform feature diagram and introduce it in detail in the following section. 

Aiming to strengthen the systematic understanding of the data aggregation design, 

we propose the systematic process for DAGGTAX-based analysis, with the following 

outlined steps. Firstly, the user needs to specify the variation of the platform and DAP. 

Then, the user can choose one combination of the variations between the features of 

the platform and DAP. Finally, the infeasibilities can be detected by using 

schedulability analysis. If there are no infeasibilities found, then the design can be 

finished. Otherwise, the designer needs to go back to the previous step and reselect a 

new variation, and then reexamine the feasibilities by the analytical method.  

To facilitate this process, based on a literature review about the features of data 

aggregation processes, we propose a new UML [5] profile that extends UML with 

concepts related to real-time data aggregation design. We choose UML to describe data 

aggregation design because UML has become one of the most widely used standards 
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for specifying and documenting information systems. Comparing with the DAGGTAX 

feature diagram, the UML profile can provide a systematic specification of the design, 

which visualizes the structure of the system in a standard view. What is more, the 

DAGGTAX feature diagram is a high-level specification, while the UML diagram can 

present more design details. When the profile is applied to the class diagram of a design, 

the additional information contained in the profile can be extracted and analyzed, 

which can be potentially automated by a tool.  

Since we cannot apply the schedulability analysis to the data aggregation design 

directly, we also propose a transferring method to transfer the design into task model 

based on the UML profile. Producing the raw data and the aggregated data will be 

presented as separate task with concrete parameters. Focusing on several typical 

models, we apply the schedulability analysis to detect the infeasibilities of the design. 

In order to present our process, a case study, which contains data communication 

and data aggregation, is presented as the demonstration in the end of thesis.  

The remaining part of the thesis is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the 

background of feature models and data aggregation and UML as well as schedulability 

analysis. Section 3 presents some related work in this area. Then the problem 

formulation and research methodology are concretely described in section 4. Section 5 

introduces the analytic process. In Section 6 and Section 7, we present feature model 

of the run-time platform and UML profile of the data aggregation respectively, 

followed by the proposed feasibility analysis approach in Section 8. In Section 9, we 

demonstrate the process by a case study for environmental monitoring system, after 

which we conclude our work and point out the future work. 

2. Background 

In this section, we will briefly introduce basic concepts of feature models and data 

aggregation and UML as well as schedulability analysis.  

2.1 Feature models 

 Feature models are widely utilized for variability and commonality management in 
system definition, which are composed of information models where a set of products 
are represented as a set of features in a single model. Usually, a particular product can 
be formed by the configuration, which is the combination of the selected feature from 
the model [6].  
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Feature1 Feature2 Feature3

 

Fig.1 Notations of a feature diagram 

A feature model is usually represented as a feature diagram as shown in Fig. 1 with 
multilevel tree, whose nodes represent features and edges represent decomposition of 
features. In a feature diagram, a node with a solid dot represents a common feature, 
which is mandatory in every configuration. On the contrary, a node with a circle 
represents an optional feature. Several nodes associated with a spanning curve 
represent a group of alternative features. 

Aiming at providing extensive support for feature modeling, many researchers in the 

software product line community have developed many tools for automated analysis. 

For example, in FeatureIDE [7], designers can specify constraints among features and 

models, which can guarantee that only valid configurations can be generated from the 

feature diagram. There are also some works that propose the usage of propositional 

formulas for the automated analysis of feature models. For instance, Sun et al. [8] try 

to use a formal specification language to provide semantics for feature models, and 

they apply alloy to implement those semantics and analyze feature models. In order to 

reduce the size of the logic representation of the feature models, Yan et al. [9] propose 

an optimization method, which mainly focus on removing irrelevant constraints. 

2.2 The taxonomy of data aggregation processes 

 Data aggregation is an essential constituent in many data management systems. It 

is defined as the process of producing an aggregated data from raw data [2]. Because 

of the importance and difficulty of data aggregation, many scholars have proposed 

different taxonomies to provide an understanding of data aggregation in various 

aspects [10]. 

In this thesis, we select the taxonomy called DAGGTAX [2], which presents the data 
aggregation in a global and high-level characterization perspective as shown in Fig. 2. 
The DAGGTAX considers the data aggregation process (or DAP for short) as three 
steps that transform the raw data into the aggregated data via a certain aggregate 
function triggered by a certain pattern. First, the DAP will get the data from the data 
source and send it into the aggregation unit called the aggregator. Then the aggregate 
function will be activated by a specific triggering pattern such as an event to produce 
the aggregated data. Finally, the aggregated result may be further handled by the 
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aggregator or pulled by another DAP as the raw data. In Fig. 2, we add some extra 
features and color based on DAGGTAX. The blue ones are the features that we consider 
in our analysis. The green ones are the features what we add such as priority of the task 
for schedulability analysis. Furthermore, the features, which should be initialed with a 
value, are marked by value. We will explain these features concretely in the following 
parts. 

 

Fig.2 The taxonomy of data aggregation processes 

2.2.1 Main constituents of data aggregation processes 

Raw data, aggregate function, aggregated data, triggering pattern and real-time 

compose the main constituents of the DAP. 

Raw Data: A DAP must pull some raw data from the data source such as data from a 
sensor. The raw data might have sub-features like pull, shared, MINT, real-time, and 
sheddable. Our schedulability analysis mainly deals with the time-related parameters 
in sub-features. 

Aggregate Function: The aggregate function is necessary for computing the 
aggregated data, which has sub-features such as duplicate sensitive, loss, holistic, etc. 
Since we only focus on time-related parameters, these features are not considered in 
the analysis, but the execution time of the aggregate function will be taken into account. 

Aggregated Data: Aggregated data is produced after the DAP. Its sub-features 
include shared, push, time-to-live, and real-time. The timeliness parameters in real-
time feature will be analyzed in the following texts. 

Triggering Patten: Triggering Patten refers to how a DAP is activated with sub-

features such as periodic, sporadic and aperiodic. 

Real-time: The real-time feature requires that the DAP must be completed within a 

specific time with sub-features like soft, hard, and firm. These features will be covered 

in detail in the next section. 
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2.2.2 Sub-features of raw data  

Further, we extract the time related sub-features from the main constituents. As for 

raw data：  

Pull: Pull refers to a data acquisition scheme, which means the aggregator actively 
acquires data from the data source. The action of pulling the data consumes a specific 
time, which should be taken into account of execution time of producing the aggregated 
data. 

MINT and MAXT: MINT (MINimum inter-arrival Time) and MAXT (MAXimum 

inter-arrival Time) specify the minimum and maximum interval of producing the raw 

data respectively, of which the fixed arrival time can be a special case. 

Absolute validity interval (AVI): Since the freshness of the raw data is an important 

factor as well. The absolute validity interval refers that the raw data is only valid if the 

elapsed time from its arrival time is less than its absolute validity interval. 

Sheddable: The optional feature sheddable is used in cases when data can be skipped 

for the aggregation. However, for the raw data without the sheddable feature, which 

means that every instance of the raw data is crucial and has to be computed for 

aggregation. 

2.2.3 Sub-features of aggregated data 

Push: Push refers to sending aggregated data to another unit of the system or higher 

layer aggregation, which is also a time-consuming activity of the aggregator after the 

computation of aggregation and will be taken into account of execution time of 

producing the aggregated data as well. 

2.2.4 Sub-features of triggering pattern 

Periodic and Sporadic: The periodic triggering pattern which means that the DAP is 

invoked according to a fixed time schedule with a specified “period” and sporadic 

pattern with the feature MINT (MINimum inter-arrival Time) and MAXT (MAXimum 

inter-arrival Time) are only analyzed in this thesis. 

2.3 UML 

 A model can be defined as a description of a system by a well-defined language, 

which can provide the abstractions of the system and help the designer to figure out 

and understand the architectures, regardless of how they are implemented and which 

coding language is used [11]. Among of several modelling languages, UML (Unified 

Modeling Language) is probably the one most widely used in areas such as telecom, 

health and aviation, which can specify, construct and document the artefacts of 

systems [12]. 

However, in some situations, for instance, when we want to apply the UML to 

express some specific concepts of some specific application, the UML may not be a very 

appropriate tool for modeling since it is too general and abundant. In order to solve 

this issue, UML provides a series of extension mechanisms (stereotypes, tagged values, 

and constraints) to specialize its elements for these specific applications, which is 
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defined as UML Profiles [13]. Profiles are based on UML specialization, adding new 

restrictions on its elements, but still respecting the metamodel and semantics of UML. 

In UML 2.0, there are several profile packages defining a set of UML artefacts, which 

support the model to deal with some specific application such as finance, real-time and 

health. Among them, MARTE (Modeling and Analysis of Realtime and Embedded 

systems) is an UML Profile for model-driven development of embedded systems, 

especially for real-time systems, which defines a set of extensions that provide high 

level modeling concepts to deal with real-time and embedded features modeling [14].  

2.4  Schedulability analysis  
Real-time systems play a crucial role in daily life and industry, and in the last twenty 

years, there has been a dramatic growth in the number of real-time systems being used 

in control system and in industry production. Systems such as robot control, space 

missions, flight control systems, military missile control systems, multi-media systems, 

and so on all utilize the real-time technologies [15].  

As for the real-time system, the correctness of computation depends not only on the 

computed results but also on the time at which results are produced. In other words, 

real-time systems have timing constrains that must be satisfied, which is a crucial 

quality attribute for the system design. Deadline is the property of a real-time system, 

which specifies the time of completing the computation. Depending on the 

consequence of missing the deadline, the real-time system can be classified into hard, 

firm or soft real-time system [16]. For the hard real-time system, missing a deadline 

may be catastrophic such as the release of the air bag when the crash occurs. The result 

has zero value after the deadline for firm real-time system, while a soft real-time 

process will provide a small value if the deadline is missed.  

Real-time requirements differ in meaning when it comes to raw data, aggregated 

data and the entire process. For raw data, the age of the raw data must be less than its 

absolute validity interval. Otherwise, the outdated data may render the result useless 

[17]. The aggregated data must be ensured temporal consistent if they are required as 

hard real-time data. The response time of the entire DAP is also crucial for the hard 

real-time system as a deadline miss can render the whole system useless.  

Scheduling and schedulability analysis detects whether these deadlines met. A real-

time system contains a set of real-time tasks. In the classical task model, each task is 

specified with several parameters as shown in Table 1[18].  

Parameters Ti  iD  iC  iR  iO  Pi  

Explanation period 

time of 

the task 

relative 

deadline 

of the task 

worst-case 

execution 

time of the 

task 

worst-case 

response 

time of the 

task 

offset 

of the 

task 

priority 

of the 

task 

Tbl.1 Parameters of Task i  
 The success of a real-time system depends on whether all the tasks can be 

guaranteed to complete their executions before their deadlines. From this point, we 

need to figure out how to analyze the response time of task notated by iR . In general, 

response time for task i is based on its critical instant, is a point in time which will lead 

to its worst-case response time. The worst-case for the task is assumed to occur when 

the task is released simultaneously with the release of all higher priority tasks (or all 
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tasks in FIFO model). The analysis varies in different model. Here, we figure out the 

different analysis formula derived from the schedulability analysis in literature [19] for 

different systems. 

2.4.1 FIFO scheduling, Non-preemptive 

1

n

i j

j

R C


 , which means that the task i is executed in the end of the queue. 

Where,  

 =iR worst - case  response time of task i , 
includeds tasj= k i) task j( , 

n= number of tasks . 

2.4.2 Priority-based scheduling, Non-preemptive 

( )

i j i

j hp i

R C C
 

  , which means that the task i is blocked by its higher task in the 

queue. 

Where,  

 =iR worst - case  response time of task i , 
j=higher priority task j , 
hp= tasa set of tasks that have higher priority  than k i . 

2.4.3 Priority-based scheduling, Preemptive  

1

( )

n
n i
i j i

j hp i j

R
R C C

T



 

 
  

  
 , which means that the task i is preempted by its higher task 

in the queue. 

Where,  

 =iR worst - case  response time of task i , 
j=higher priority task j , 
hp= tasa set of tasks that have higher priority  than k i , 

= tai

j

R

T

 
 
  

imaximum number of pre - emptions of sk i in an interval 0,R  by ta[ ) sk j , 

C taski
j

j

R

T

 
 

  

maximal pre - emption time of  i in an interval 0,x  by ta[ ) sk j , 

Assume 
0

i=CR ,and we need to Iterate until 1 1or n n n

i i i iR R R D  ， . 

3. Related Work.  

Data aggregation has aroused much attention and interests since its launch. Many 

researchers have promoted different understanding of data aggregation from different 

aspects. Rajagopalan et al. [20] compare different data aggregation algorithms based 

on the performance of lifetime, latency and accuracy. Cai et al. [21] prove the 

effectiveness of DAGGTAX through applying the taxonomy to the design of a cloud 

monitoring system and an auto-scaling functionality. Alzaid et al. [22] discuss the 

security issues in data aggregation for the wireless sensor networks and investigate the 
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secure data aggregation schemes afterwards. As for the problem that in-network 

aggregation strategies become bandwidth-intensive when combine with fault-tolerant 

methods, Considine et al. [23] investigate the utilization of approximation in-network 

aggregation by small sketches and prove the validation of the new method.  

With the wide and rapid development of UML and its profiles such as MARTE, 
many researchers have made efforts in the application and extension of the profiles. 
Based on MARTE, Matthias et al. [24] propose a special scheduling analysis view, 
which focuses on the specification and analysis of real-time aspects to guide and 
support the design of the system. Charles et al. [25] apply MARTE models to represent 
the SPIRIT IP-XACT because of the rich expression of time (physical or logical), clocks, 
and timing features in MARTE. Based on TIME package of MARTE, Nada et al. [26] 
propose a model-based data freshness management approach containing the model 
for satisfying data freshness requirement. Meanwhile, Nada et al. [27] extend the 
HLAM and NFPs packages of MARTE to propose a new UML profile for real-time 
databases design. These extension and application give us inspiration for applying 
MARTE for data aggregation design.  

The research in schedulability analysis for real-time data aggregation has also gained 

great attention due to the importance of its applications. Applications of real-time 

systems vary from critical scientific control system to important industrial ones [28]. 

Schulzrinne et al. [29] describe a real-time transport protocol, which provides end-to-

end network transport functions suitable for applications transmitting real-time data, 

such as audio and video, over multicast or unicast network services. Meanwhile, the 

advancements of real-time remote monitoring are widely used in remote monitoring 

capabilities for water quality [30]. The schedulability analyses and research of real-

time systems are also a hot topic. Matthias et al. [31] present a new method to compute 

end-to-end latencies for the systems with timing constrains for the propagation of data 

through a chain of tasks. Fatemeh et al. [32] develop a framework to analyze the latency 

and delay composition of workflows, which are characterized by different sensor inputs 

in a real-time networked aggregation system. All these works differ from our 

schedulability analysis in that they provide specialized research aiming at some special 

cases rather than from the high-lever perspective. Instead, our work focuses on more 

general scenarios and provides more general guidelines by proposing a process to 

analyze variations of DAP design combining with the variations of the run-time 

platforms. 

4. Problem Formulation and Research Methodology 
From the previous section, we know that the difficulty of the research is to transfer 

the data aggregation design into UML diagram and task model, then apply the 

schedulability analysis on the task model for the infeasibilities analysis. Therefore, we 

need to figure out the feature model of the run-time platform and the transferring 

method for UML diagram and task model. In other words, the problems to be 

investigated in this thesis work include: 
1.   How to model the variations of the run-time platform? 
2.   How to transfer a design instantiated from DAGGTAX into UML class diagram? 
3.   How to transfer the UML diagram into task model? 
4.   How to do the schedulability analysis based on task model systematically? 
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Aiming at these questions, the research methodology what we used can be described 

as follows： 

  Literature review

DAP  and run-time platform 

specificaiton

Transfer the design into UML 

diagram

Transfer the  UML diagram into 

task model

Schedulability and infeasibility 

analysis

Case study

 
Fig.3 research methodology 

1) Literature review 
By studying the related literatures, we can get understanding on the concepts of 

DAP and run-time platform, as well as the UML profile and schedulability analysis. 
2) DAP and run-time platform specification 

In the beginning of the design, the user needs to specify the DAP and run-time 

platform of the system. Therefore， we figure out the common feature of the DAP 
and run-time platform. 
3) Transfer the design into UML diagram 

UML diagram can demonstrate the system in a visual perspective, which can 
enhance the understanding for the designer and developer. The UML profile of the 
data aggregation will be proposed in section 7. 
4) Transfer the UML diagram into task model  

The parameters of UML diagram cannot be applied to schedulability analysis 
directly. Therefore, the model transformation can be a necessary bridge for 
transforming, which will be introduced in detail in the following section. 
5) Schedulability and infeasibility analysis  

Based on the knowledge of the schedulability analysis from the embedded system 
lecture, we apply the formula to analyze the schedulability of the design, which can 
detect the infeasibilities in early stage. 
6) Case study  

As a proof and demonstration of the work, a case about monitoring sensor network 
will be presented in the end of the thesis. 

5. Assumptions and the Proposed Analytic Process 
In this section, we introduce the proposed analytic process for a design. However, 

before that, we need to limit our process for some assumed system. 
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5.1 Assumed system 

Considering the complexity of the analyses, we need to make some assumptions and 
limitations for the system, listed as follows. 

1) The system is composed of multiple subsystems. Each subsystem has its own 
configurable run-time platform, which only executes DAP-related tasks 
(production of raw data and aggregated data). 

2) There is only one DAP in run-time platform. 

3) We only consider single-layer data aggregation, which consists of several raw 
data tasks and one aggregated data task.  

5.2 The Proposed Analytic Process 

 

 

Fig.4 The flow chart of process 

As shown in Fig. 4, our process will start from the initial system architecture, which 
has already been provided, and follow the steps. 

Step 1, the designer needs to specify the variations of the run-time platform and the 
DAP based on the feature model of the platform, which will be introduced in section 6.  

Feasibile?

  Specify the variations of the 

run-time platform and the DAP

Y

N

  Select the variations of the 

run-time platform and the DAP

  Transfer the design into UML 

diagram

Transfer the UML diagram into 

task model

Do the feasibility analysis

The design is finsished
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Step 2, choose one combination of the variations between the features of the 
platform and DAP, which forms the initial design of the sub-system.  

Step 3, based on the initial design, the user can transfer the design into UML diagram 
by the UML data aggregation Profile. The Profile will be concretely described in section 
7. 

Step 4, based on the UML diagram, the user can transfer the design into task model 
by model transformation method which will be introduced in section 8. 

Step 5, based on the task model, the user can apply the analytic approach to analyze 
the feasibility of the design. The feasibility analysis approach will be presented in 
section 8. 

Step 6, infeasibilities can be detected through the process. If the design is feasible 
which means there are no infeasibility found in step 5, then the design can be finished. 
If not, the user needs to go back to step 2 to reselect the variations and continue the 
process. 

6.  Feature Model of the Run-time Platform  

In our analytic process, we need to figure out the common features of the run-time 
platform. Therefore, a summary of the run-time platform features is analyzed in this 
section, which contains the common and variable characteristics such as cores, 
preemption and scheduling. We extract these features and choose feature diagram as 
the presentation of the platform. The diagram is shown in Fig. 5.  

Real-time 

system

Cores Scheduling Preemption

Single-core Multi-cores

Priority-based

FIFO Round-robin Non-preemptive

Preemptive

Mandator

y
Alternative

  

Fig.5 Feature model diagram of the run-time platform 

Cores: One of the mandatory features of sub-system is the cores involved in a 
particular DAP. There will be one or more cores dealing with the tasks in the sub-
system, single-core system means one core responsible for the task handling. 
Meanwhile, if there are more than one cores involved in the system, the system is 
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defined as multi-cores system which is more widely used because of the better 
performance and faster operation speed. As we have mentioned before, we only 
consider one DAP in a platform due to the complexity of the work. Therefore, multi-
cores system means that the raw data and aggregated data tasks are executed by several 
cores in one DAP. 

Scheduling: Scheduling refers to how the system manage the execution of the tasks, 
which is also mandatory feature. For a priority-based system, the sequence of the 
execution task is sorted by the priority of the task. More precisely, scheduling decides 
how task switching will be performed at runtime. Apparently, priority-based 
scheduling is considered better for guaranteeing timeliness in real-time system.  

Preemption: Preemption is the act of temporarily interrupting a task being carried 
out by the system, without requiring its cooperation, and with the intention of 
resuming the interrupted task later [33]. It is normally carried out by the system 
defined as preemptive, which has the power to preempt, or interrupt, and later resume, 
other tasks in the system. For non-preemptive system, the running task cannot be 
interrupted or preempted before the end of its execution. 

A specific run-time platform is a combination of the selected features from the 
diagram. 

7. UML Profile for DAP 

Getting inspiration from the richness of MARTE profile in terms of real-time 
concepts such as DateTime and periodicPattern, we extend a data aggregation profile, 
which can fully support all data aggregation features. Based on a subset of concepts 
from the HLAM (High Level Application Modeling) and VSL (Value Specification 
Language) of MARTE, we need to supplement the stereotype of raw data, aggregated 
data and updating operation that are missing in MARTE. In other words, the proposed 
profile imports stereotypes from HLAM and VSL sub-profile and MARTE library, and 
we propose new stereotypes expressing data aggregation features in a structural model. 
We only introduce the concepts what we imported from MARTE. For a full description 
of all concepts of MARTE, more details can be referred in document of MARTE [34]. 

We figure out the profiles and its stereotypes what we import as shown in Table 2 
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sub-profile or profile specification imported stereotypes and 
tagged values 

HLAM Modelling real-time 
applications at high level 

RtSpecification: absDl 
(specification of an 
absolute deadline), 
occKind (specification of 
the triggering pattern of 
event: periodic, aperiodic 
or sporadic), priority 
(specification of a priority) 

RtUnit: specify the main 
unit 

VSL Standardizing the syntax 
for textual representation 

tupleType: merge 
different types into a 
single compound type 

MARTE Library Modeling and analysis of 
real-time and embedded 

systems 

NFP_Duration: define the 
time interval 

PeriodicPattern: specify a 
periodic (aperiodic and 
sporadic) pattern for the 
task 

Tbl.2 Imported stereotypes from profiles 

Based on the imported stereotypes from MARTE, we also need to propose several 
new stereotypes aiming at data aggregation to fully express the design. Getting 
inspiration from the UML profile for real-time databases [27], we imitate and extend 
some fundamental stereotypes from RTDB Profile to fit in DAP Profile. 

1) Stereotypes for Real-Time Data  
Learning from the RTDB Profile, we also define an abstract stereotype, named 

realTimeAttribute, which can be the super stereotype of raw data and aggregated 
data. However, we do not set validity duration in realTimeAttribute stereotype, as 
we do not consider the validity of the aggregated data in our research; we set AVI as 
property in raw data instead. Raw data and aggregated data are essential feature in 
a DAP, which can be inherited from the realTimeAttribute.  

Mapping into the sub-feature of raw data in DAGGTAX, we need to characterize 
raw data stereotype by four properties: AVI, Sheddable, Pull and Update. AVI 
indicates the amount of time during which the raw data is considered valid. We use 
the MARTE NFP_Duration datatype as a type for the AVI property. Shedeable 
property can be selected as true or false for the losing of the data, which is of type 
Boolean. Pull is of type NFP_Duration since it is time-consumed. The raw data needs 
to be updated by a specific triggering pattern, we also characterize the Update 
property for the raw data, which can be activated by the class that owns the raw data 
attribute. It is of type Operation. 

Meanwhile, the aggregated data stereotype needs to be characterized by several 
properties as well. Time consumed features such as Aggregate Function and Push 
are introduced as the properties, which are of type NFP_Duration. The updating of 
the aggregated data is characterized as Update property, which is owned by the DAP 
class. 
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2) Stereotypes for Real-Time Updating  
Raw data and aggregated data are updated by periodic, or sporadic (aperiodic is 

not considered in this thesis) pattern with timing constraints such as period or 
deadline. We define two stereotypes periodic and sporadic to declare corresponding 
triggering pattern in the class diagram. Similar to RTDB Profile, we also define an 
abstract stereotype, named update, to express the time-related features such as 
deadline and priority, which inherited a set of property from RtSpecification(relDl, 
occKind, and priority).  
3) Stereotypes for Real-Time Class  

The whole DAP should involve the production of the raw data and aggregated data 
and the properties of these data. Mapping into RealTimeClass stereotype in RTDB 
Profile, we also propose A RealTimeClass stereotype which inherited the properties 
from RtUnit can encapsulate the real-time data and operation of the DAP. In other 
words, the RealTimeClass can be considered as a specialization of MARTE RtUnit 
concept. 

The DAP Profile is illustrated as Fig. 6. 
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Fig.6 DAP Profile 

Based on the DAP Profile, we can transfer the design into DAP class diagram. To 
illustrate the transformation, we assume that there is a design instantiated from 
DAGGTAX with concrete parameters shown as Fig. 7, where the raw data r1 and r2 are 
produced continuously with a Minimum INter-arrival Time as 3s and 2s respectively, 
and their absolute validity interval are set as 1s and 2s with sheddable feature. The DAP 
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needs to take 0.5s (0.2s of r1 add 0.3s of r2) to pull the raw data and 1s for data 
aggregation and 0.5s to push the aggregated data into another unit of the system or 
higher layer aggregation. The updating of the aggregated data is activated frequently 
with fixed interval. 

 

Aggregation 

Process 

Raw Data 

r1,r2

Aggregated 

Data
Real-Time

Pull  

r1:0.2s

r2:0.3s

Aggregate 

Function 1s

Triggering 

Pattern

MINT 

r1:3s

r2:2s

Real-Time 

AVI r1:1s

r2:2s

Push 

0.5s
Periodic

Period3s

Deadline 

5s

Priority

r1:1

r2:2

Priority3

 

Fig.7 design instantiated from DAGGTAX 

The design can be transferred into class diagram in Fig. 8. 

 Here, the DAP is stereotyped by RealTimeClass which is the main unit of the system 
(property isMain is set to true) and its isDynamic property is set to true since the DAP 
will update the raw data and aggregated data dynamically.  

Meanwhile, the raw data r1, r2 and Aggregated Data are mapping into the raw data 
and aggregated data attribute stereotype respectively. For the raw data stereotype, we 
also need to set the value of properties such as AVI, Sheddable, Pull and Update 
according to the features in the DAGGTAX. For the aggregated data stereotype, the 
Aggregate Function and Push which refers to the aggregating and pushing time in the 
DAP are set as well. Since each attribute is updated by the triggering of the class. We 
associate each attribute an updating method such as updateRawDataR1 (), 
updateRawDataR2 () and updateAggregatedData () with specific parameter. 

 For the operation stereotype, each updating method is initialed by concrete 
properties such as period, occKind and priority according to the value from the design. 
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Fig.8 DAP class diagram 

8. The Proposed Feasibility Analysis Approach  

As we have mentioned in the previous section, we choose to apply schedulability 
analysis techniques to analyze the feasibility of a DAP design in a run-time platform of 
the architecture based on the feature model and time related features extracted from 
the DAGGTAX. 

8.1 Model transformation 

Given a DAGGTAX-based DAP specification, the production of raw data and 
aggregated data are defined as separate tasks with concrete properties, which are 
initialed with specific values. We must emphasize that one DAP contains several raw 
data tasks and an aggregated data task which produces the raw data and aggregated 
data respectively. Based on the UML diagram of the DAP, we can transfer a design into 
task model for schedulability analysis.  

For the task of producing the raw data ri, it can be described by the tuple

 T ,C ,P ,R ,ri ri ri ri riAVI , each parameter is explained as follows. 

Tri represents the interval of the task producing the raw data ri which can be initialed 

by the MINT or MAXT from the designed DAGGTAX. 

Cri represents the execution time of the task producing the raw data ri. It usually 

counts from the moment sensing the original data to the moment the raw data are 
already prepared for aggregation. For instance, the execution time for sensing the data, 
processing it and transmitting it to the database. 

Pri  represents the priority of the task producing the raw data ri which should be 

assigned by the designer at design time for the fixed priority algorithm. As for round-
robin and FIFO algorithm, the priorities must be set as same. 
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R ri  represents the response time of the task producing the raw data ri in worst case 

(worst case is assumed to occur when the task is released simultaneously with the 
release of all higher priority tasks). 

AVIri  represents the absolute validity interval of raw data ri which is initialed in the 

designed DAGGTAX directly. 

Meanwhile, for the task of producing the aggregated data agd, it can be transferred 

into a task model with the parameters T ,C ,P ,R ,agd agd agd agd agdD . 

agdT  represents the interval of the agd task, which can be initialed by the MINT or 

MAXT in sporadic triggering pattern. Apparently, it can also be the period if the DAP 
is invoked according to a fixed interval. 

Cagd  represents the execution time of the agd task, which usually counts the time 

consumed by pull, aggregate and push action in the process. In formulation, it should 

be C =C C Cpull push aggrea tegd ga  , where C pull , C push , Caggregate represents the execution time of 

the pull, push, aggregate action respectively. In addition, C pull  is the sum of the pull 

time of all the raw data. 

Pagd  represents the priority of the agd task which is assigned by the designer for the 

fixed priority algorithm as well. 

R agd  represents the response time of the agd task in worst case. 

Dagd  represents the deadline of the agd task which is also initialed in the designed 

DAGGTAX. 

Here, we figure out how to initial the parameters into task model from the DAP class 
diagram.  

For the raw data task, we can get the AVIri  from the AVI property in raw data 

stereotype directly. Meanwhile, Tri  and Pri of the raw data task can be initialed from 

the Period and Priority properties respectively in method updateRawData(). 

For the agd task, Pagd  , agdD and Tagd of the agd task are mapping into Priority, relDl 

and Period properties respectively in  method updateAggregatedData(). While, the 

Cagd  which refers to the execution time of the agd task is the sum of the Pull property 

from raw data stereotypes and Push and AggregateFuction properties from aggregated 
data stereotype. 

Here, we demonstrate the model transformation based on the class diagram in Fig. 
7. From the diagram, we can get that: 

For the task of producing the raw data r1, here 1T =MINT=3sr , 1AVI =1sr , 1P =1r .  

For the task of producing the raw data r2, here 1T =MINT=2sr , 1AVI =2sr , 1P =2r . 

For the task of producing the aggregated data agd, here T =Period=3sagd ,

= 0.2+0.3 1 0.5 2Pull Aggregate Pua shgdC C C C s     （ ） , =Deadline=5sagdD , P =3agd . 
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8.2 Phenomena, features and infeasibilities 

In order to present the infeasibilities in a clear way, we present the infeasibilities we 
consider in this thesis, together with the corresponding phenomena and features. The 
phenomena and its infeasibilities are shown in Table 3. 

Phenomena Losing raw data Stale raw data 

 

Missing the deadline 

Explanation If the DAP does not 

“pull” raw data in time or 

the frequency of sensing 

action is too slow, the 

raw data may be lost. 

If the elapsed time 

from its arrival time 

is more than its 

absolute validity 

interval, the raw 

data will become 

stale [35]. 

 

If the response time of 

the DAP is more than its 

pre-defined deadline, the 

process will miss the 

deadline. 

Features Unsheddable Sheddable AVI No AVI Deadline No Deadline 

Infeasibilities Infeasible Feasible Infeasible Feasible Infeasible Feasible 

Tbl.3 Infeasibilities of the design 

8.3 Schedulability analysis 

In the following content, we present the design constraints of several typical models 
with different features, derived from schedulability analysis. A simple infeasibility can 
be detected by the analysis, which can help the designer to revise the design. 

8.3.1 FIFO scheduling, Non-preemptive, Single-core 

We assume that there are n raw data, notated by r1, r2, r3, r4... ri... rn to produce 
one aggregated data agd in a DAP. The tasks are scheduled by FIFO algorithm in one 
single core, preemption is not allowed between tasks. Here, single core means that the 
raw data tasks and aggregated data task of the DAP are executed by this only core. 

1

n

ri rj a

j

gdR C C


  . Here, the worst case of the task producing the raw data ri is that 

the task is executed in the end of the queue. Therefore, the response time of the task is 
the execution time of the upcoming tasks including the agd task. 

1

n

rja d ag

j

g dR C C


  . Similarly, if the agd task is executed in the last position, the 

response time of the agd is the sum of the tasks’ execution time. 

The constraints and the phenomena are summarized in Table 4, where 2 iagd rT T , 

which means that the frequency of pulling the raw data is too slow, the raw data will be 

lost. More precisely, the agdT should set as MAXT in sporadic triggering pattern, and the

riT  should set as MINT for worst instance analyses. And for R ri riT ( riT  should set as 

MINT), which means that the execution of the task producing the raw data ri is blocked 
for quite a long time, the raw data may be overwritten because of the delay. Meanwhile, 

if T riagd riR AVI  , which means that the raw data ri is not fresh due to the slow 

updating of the aggregated data. 
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Constraints Phenomena 

agd agdR D  Missing the deadline 

2 iagd rT T  Losing raw data 

R ri riT  Losing raw data 

ri id ragT R AVI   Staling raw data 

Tbl.4 Constraints and the phenomena of the design 

8.3.2 FIFO scheduling, Non-preemptive, Multi-cores 

Multi cores can increase the performance of sub-system dramatically. In this 
scenario, we assume that several raw data and aggregated data agd tasks in one DAP 
are run on several cores respectively. Here, several cores mean that the raw data tasks 
and aggregated data task of the DAP are distributed by multi cores. Therefore, we need 
to analyze the schedulability in different cores separately (since we only consider the 
raw data and aggregated data tasks in system, interference between cores is not taken 
into account). The tasks still follow FIFO scheduling without preemption. 

Here, we need to classify the cores by containing the aggregated data task. 

For the analysis of core which contains the aggregated data task. Here, we only 
consider the tasks (raw data and aggregated data tasks) runs on this particular core, 
and t represents the number of raw data tasks runs on this core. 

1

t

rki rkj

j

agdR C C


  .  

1

t

rkj

j

agd agdR C C


   

Meanwhile, for the analysis of core without the aggregated data task, we only 
consider the raw data tasks run on this particular core, and t represents the number of 
raw data tasks runs on this core. 

1

t

rki rkj

j

R C


 , 

The constraints and the phenomena are summarized in Table 5. 

Constraints Phenomena 

agd agdR D  Missing the deadline 

2 iagd rT T  Losing raw data 

R ri riT  Losing raw data 

ri id ragT R AVI   Staling raw data 

Tbl.5 Constraints and the phenomena of the design 
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8.3.3 Priority-based scheduling, Non-preemptive, Single-core 

Tasks scheduling is always based on priority in real-time system. Here, we still 
assume that there are n raw data, notated by r1, r2, r3, r4… ri... rn to produce one 
aggregated data agd in a DAP without preemption. 

If P Pagd ri  

( )

ri rj

j hp ri

agdR C C
 

  , which means that the execution of the task producing the raw 

data ri can be blocked by the aggregated data task. 

If  P <Pagd ri  

( )

ri rj

j hp ri

R C
 

  , The response time of the task producing the raw data ri does not 

include the aggregated data task because of its higher priority. 

( )

rj

j hp

agd agd

agd

R C C
 

  , the worst case of the aggregated data task is that the task is 

blocked by all higher priority tasks. 

The constraints and the phenomena are summarized in Table 6. 

Constraints Phenomena 

agd agdR D  Missing the deadline 

2 iagd rT T  Losing raw data 

R ri riT  Losing raw data 

ri id ragT R AVI   Staling raw data 

Tbl.6 Constraints and the phenomena of the design 

8.3.4 Priority-based scheduling, Preemptive, Single-core 

If we add preemption in the previous model in 8.3.3. Here, the 
rkjT   should set as 

MINT for the period of the task producing the raw data rkj and  
agdT   should set as 

MINT for the period of the task producing the aggregated data agd. 

If P Pagd ri  

1

( )

n n
n ri ri
ri rj ri

j hp r

agd

agrj di

R R
R C C C

T T



 

   
     

      
 , which means that the execution of the task 

producing the raw data ri can be preempted by the aggregated data task. 

If P <Pagd ri  

1

( )

n
n ri
ri rj ri

j hp ri rj

R
R C C

T



 

 
  

  
 , in this case, the aggregated data task cannot preempt the 

raw data task. 
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1

( )

agd

agd agd

agd

n

n

rj

j hp rj

R
R C C

T



 

 
  

  
 , the worst case of the aggregated data task is that the 

task is preempted on which all higher priority tasks are released simultaneously.  

The constraints and the phenomena are summarized in Table 7. 

Constraints Phenomena 

agd agdR D  Missing the deadline 

2 iagd rT T  Losing raw data 

R ri riT  Losing raw data 

ri id ragT R AVI   Staling raw data 

 Tbl.7 constraints and the phenomena of the design 

8.3.5 Priority-based scheduling, Non-preemptive, Multi-cores 

Comparing with the model in 8.3.2, we set the sub-system with based-on priority 
scheduling.  

Here, we still classify the cores by containing the aggregated data agd task. 

For the analysis of core which contains the aggregated data task. Here, we only 
consider the tasks (raw data and aggregated data tasks) runs on this particular core, 
and the hp(rki) represents the task whose priority is higher than rki task within the 
core. 

If  P Pagd rki  

( )

 rki rkj

j hp

agd

rki

R C C
 

   

If  P <Pagd rki  

( )

rki rkj

j hp rki

R C
 

   

(

   

) 

rkj

j hp

agd agd

agd

R C C
 

   

Meanwhile, for the analysis of core without the aggregated data task, we only 
consider the raw data tasks run on this particular core, and the hp(rki) represents the 
task whose priority is higher than rki task within the core. 

( )

rki rkj

j hp rki

R C
 

  , 

The constraints and the phenomena are summarized in Table 8. 
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Constraints Phenomena 

agd agdR D  Missing the deadline 

2 iagd rT T  Losing raw data 

R ri riT  Losing raw data 

ri id ragT R AVI   Staling raw data 

 Tbl.8 constraints and the phenomena of the design 

8.3.6 Priority-based scheduling, Preemptive, Multi-cores 

If we add preemption in the previous model in 8.3.5. Similarly, the 
rkjT   should set as 

MINT for the period of the task producing the raw data rkj and   
agdT  should set as 

MINT for the period of the task producing the aggregated data agd. 

Here, we still classify the cores by containing the aggregated data task.  

For the analysis of core which contains the aggregated data task. Here, we only 
consider the tasks (raw data and aggregated data tasks) runs on this particular core, 
the hp(rki) represents the task whose priority is higher than rki within the core.  

If  P Pagd rki  

1

(

 

 )

n n
n rki rki
rki rkj rki

j hp r

agd

agdki rkj

R R
R C C C

T T



 

   
     

      
  

If  P <Pagd rki  

1

( )

n
n rki
rki rkj rki

j hp rki rkj

R
R C C

T



 

 
  

  
  

1

(

 

   

  )

agd

agd agd

ag

n

n

rkj

j hp rkjd

R
R C C

T



 

 
  

  
  

Meanwhile, for the analysis of core without the aggregated data task, we only 
consider the raw data tasks run on this particular core, and the hp(rki) represents the 
task whose priority is higher than rki task within the core. 

1

( )

n
n rki
rki rkj rki

j hp rki rkj

R
R C C

T



 

 
  

  
 ,  

The constraints and the phenomena are summarized in Table 9. 
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Constraints Phenomena 

   agd agdR D  Missing the deadline 

  2agd riT T  Losing raw data 

R ri riT  Losing raw data 

  riagd riT R AVI   Staling raw data 

 Tbl.9 constraints and the phenomena of the design 

From the analysis above, we can detect the constrains and phenomena in different 
models. Mapping into the phenomena and its infeasibilities in Table 3, the designer 
can precisely catch infeasibilities combining with the features. The design can be 
finished if there are no infeasibilities found in the process. Otherwise, the design must 
be changed from the run-time platform and DAP design stage, and then reapply the 
schedulability analysis to analyze the revised design. In the following section, we 
present the process by a specific case. 

9.  Case study  

Data aggregation is widely used in sensor network, which is applied in numerous 
applications including military surveillance, facility monitoring and environmental 
monitoring [36]. The sensors periodically sense the data, process it and transmit it to 
the database. The frequency of data reporting and the number of sensors, which report 
data usually, depends on the specific application. Data aggregation is defined as the 
systematic collection and computation of sensed data from multiple sensors to be 
eventually transmitted to the central processing unit for processing. Here, we choose 
an environmental monitoring sensor network, which gathers the temperature from the 
two sensors as the case study of our research.  

We assume that the architecture of the environmental monitoring system is 
composed by several sub-systems as shown in Fig. 9. 

Environmental monitoring 
system

Temperature
 monitoring
 sub-system

z

Run-time 
platform

DAP

Pressure
 monitoring
 sub-system

Run-time 
platform

DAP

Humidity
 monitoring
 sub-system

Run-time 
platform

DAP

 

Fig.9 the architecture of the environmental monitoring system  

Here, we apply our analytic process to analyze the design of the temperature 
monitoring sub-system and follow the steps below. 
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Step 1, we need to specify the variations of the run-time platform and the DAP. We 
assume that there is only one core responsible for tasks handling, which are scheduled 
by fixed priority with preemption. Meanwhile, the DAP is to calculate the average of 
the sensor temperature from two sensors which will scan the temperature with the 
fixed frequency. 

Step 2, we select the variations of the run-time platform and the DAP. We assume 
that two temperature sensors scan the temperature with the frequency of 0.25Hz, 
0.25Hz respectively. It takes 1 seconds for sensing the data, processing it and 
transmitting it to the database. The priority of these two tasks are set as 3 and 2 
respectively. Since the freshness of raw data is also an important factor in environment 
monitoring, the absolute validity interval is set as 4 seconds and the raw data is not 
sheddable. Meanwhile, the triggering pattern for the activation of aggregated data agd 
task is set as periodic with the rate of 10 seconds, and execution time of the aggregated 
data task is set as 2 seconds which is composed of pull(0.25s+0.25s), aggregate(1s) and 
push(0.5s) action time with the priority of 1. Further, the deadline is set as 5 seconds, 
which means that the aggregated data task must be finished in the specific interval. 
The feature model diagram of the platform and the DAP are shown in Fig. 10 and Fig. 
11 respectively. 

 Temperature 
monitoring 
sub-system

Cores Scheduling

Single-core Priority-based

Preemption

Preemptive

 

Fig.10 Feature model diagram of the platform  
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Fig.11 Feature model diagram of the DAP  

Step 3, we can transfer the design into UML diagram by the UML data aggregation 
Profile, which is shown in Fig. 12. 

 

Fig.12 Class diagram of the DAP  

Step 4, based on the UML diagram, we can transfer the design into task model. We 

can describe the sensor tasks as r1, r2 by the tuple  T ,C ,P ,R ,ri ri ri ri riAVI .where 
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1 1 1 1T =4s,C 1 ,P 3, 4r r r rs AVI    and 2 2 2 2T =4s,C 1 ,P 2, 4r r r rs AVI   . Similarly ， we 

use the tuple  T ,C ,P ,R ,agd agd agd agd agdD , where T =10s,C 2 ,P 1, 5agd agd agd agds D s    to 

represent the aggregated data task. 

Step 5, apply the analytic approach to analyze the feasibility of the design. According 
to the analyses in the previous section, we can get the following results: 
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Step 6, detect the infeasibility through the process. Mapping into the constraints and 
the phenomena in Table 7 and the phenomena and its infeasibilities in Table 3, we can 

find 12agd rT T and 22agd rT T , the raw data r1 and r2 are lost. Since the raw data is not 

sheddable, the loss is not acceptable which render the design infeasible. What is more, 

1 1agd r rT R AVI  and 2 2agd r rT R AVI   the raw data r1 and r2 is invalid due to the 

staleness. Therefore, we need to go back to step 2 to reselect the new variation. 

Step 2, based on the pervious design, we change the period of the aggregated data 
task as 4s.  

Step 3, transfer the revised design into UML diagram, which is shown in Fig. 13. 

 

Fig.13 Class diagram of the DAP  
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Step 4, The revised task can be described as follows: 1 1 1 1T =4s,C 1 ,P 3, 4r r r rs AVI    

and 2 2 2 2T =4s,C 1 ,P 2, 4r r r rs AVI   , the aggregated data task is

T =4s,C 2 ,P 1, 5agd agd agd agds D s   . 

Step 5, reapply the analytic method to analyze the feasibility of the revised design. 
We can get the following results: 
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Step 6, redetect the infeasibility through the process. Since there are no 
infeasibilities found for the revised design, the design can be finished. 

The case has shown the significance of our research which provide a systematic 
process for the designer to enhances the understanding of the system and detect the 
contradictions and potential bug in the early stage. 

10. Conclusion  

In this report, we propose an analytic process to analyze the feasibilities of the data 
aggregation in a real-time system design based on the data aggregation taxonomy 
named DAGGTAX. Firstly, we figure out the feature model of the run-time platform, 
which composes the architecture. Secondly, we propose the DAP UML Profile based 
on MARTE to visualize the design in a different perspective. Thirdly, the 
transformation from the UML diagram to the task model is explained. Then we provide 
the schedulability analyses for several typical models to detect feasibilities.  By 
applying the analysis based on data aggregation taxonomy and the schedulability 
principal, designer can analyze the feasibilities of the design effectively, which 
improves the quality of the system design and reduces costs. 

For future work, we plan to extend our research from the following aspects. Firstly, 
we will investigate more complex model such as multi-layer data aggregation and 
dynamic priority scheduling. Secondly, we plan to consider more time constrains such 
as the relative validity interval of the aggregated data from the DAGGTAX. Last but not 
least, we can integrate the theoretical analyses into a software tool for the feasibility 
evaluation based on the UML diagram. 
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